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"Ugh, Mister Seth, r- run! That golden cuff in his hand might be an almighty weapon," The Fourth Elder muttered weakly when he

saw the confused look on Seth's face.

He was an experienced martial artist who saw his fair share of wonders in the world and managed to conclude that the cuff Leon

possessed was an Almighty weapon after the earlier exchange, or Leon would have never been able to defeat them all with a

single blow.

Naturally, the Cuff of Doom was tainted with gold, so there was no way for the Fourth Elder to tell that it was the infamous Cuff of

Doom.

"What? He- He has even more treasures?!’ Seth was utterly stunned.

Treasures were extremely rare and it would be challenging enough for powerful families to obtain a single piece of treasure. Not

only did Leon possess a defensive tool with power in the Peak Emperor State, but he also owned yet another weapon with

power in the Almighty State.

Seth was shaken to the core, but knew that there was no time left for him as he was the only one left who was not defeated by

Leon; even a fool would know that he would suffer a horrible fate at Leon's hand with no one else to help him.

"Somebody, help!" Seth lost all will to rob Leon of his treasures and turned to run.

"You won't get away!" Leon sneered and ran after Seth while holding Iris with one arm.

He swiftly caught up with Seth and scoffed. "Seth, prepare to die!"

He launched a powerful strike at Seth's back.

"Don't!" Seth was terrified and rolled off the ground to dodge the attack, but he was far too weak when compared to Leon and

could not escape the range of Leon's attack.

He spewed blood from his mouth under the impact and was instantly sent flying into the distance.

"Baam!"

Leon took the opportunity to step on Seth's chest and pin him down.

"Leon, wh- what do you think you doing? I'm warning you! The others will be here soon and if you hurt me, they won't spare you!"

Seth said in fear.

"I don't know if they're going to spare me, but if there's something I know for sure, it's that I'm not sparing you!" Leon sneered

and raised his arm as he desperately wished that he could kill Seth right there and then.

However, he was in the heart of the Golans' territory and most of the Golans were alerted by the alarm earlier.

If Leon killed Seth, the Golans would go after him until the end of their days and he would waste even more time that could have

been used to rescue Snow.

Hence, he decided to keep Seth alive and hold him hostage to get out of the Golans Mansion.

He suppressed his anger and landed two heavy kicks on Seth's knees.
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